
Freedom From Fear

W H E R E  F U N C T I O N  M E E T S  F A S H I O N

Five Methods to Help You Reclaim Your Life!
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You struggle to understand what your child is

You worry about their future? 
You are frozen by fear and uncertainty?·     

You feel overwhelmed by everything coming at you from 

Write down one thing each day you are truly grateful for and save them in a jar. This
picture is of our family gratitude jar that sits on our dining room table so each of us
can add thoughts of gratitude at any time.

Fear is one of the most debilitating of all feelings. It can feel inescapable, 
especially once you begin to spiral in it. As parents of kids who are going 
through the coming out process, it can be pretty scary at times –
uncertainty, worry, and frustration are three of the most common feelings I
hear from readers. I know I certainly was there! As I write this, we are in the
middle of the COVID-19 pandemic, and there is plenty of fear swirling around,
most of it out of our control. 

But, you didn’t request this to read more of what you already know! I have solutions for
you, hang in there, and read on!

 Do you have moments where:
· 

going through?· 

the news, social media, etc.?

If you answered “yes” to any of the above, know that you are not alone and get ready to
learn five simple tools to free you from the grips of fear!

Method One
Gratitude

I have a sign hanging in my office that says, “Interrupt Anxiety with Gratitude.” It works
for fear too! I know that encouragement to practice gratitude is everywhere these days –
social media, TV, magazines – and for a good reason! It works!! When you practice
gratitude, you create a shift in your mindset.  When you practice that
shift, it creates new neural pathways in your brain. These new neural pathways allow the
shift from fear (or anxiety) to become easier and easier over time.

You don’t need an elaborate practice, either. Try one or any combination of the following
every day for one week. When your effort is sincere, your result will be too!
·

· 
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Use a gratitude app to record your practice. Apps are great for the 

If you are a writer or doodler, keeping a daily gratitude journal is for you. 

Choose the state you would like to be in (peace,calm, happiness, etc.)
Close your eyes and picture what that state is like – imagine using each of your
senses to explore that state
·Allow yourself to stay in this space for 5-10 minutes

Create a vision board – digitally or manually
Draw, paint, cut and paste (or cut out) images that illustrate what freedom from
fear looks like or emanates the feeling of freedom to you
This can be a continual work in progress as you process feelings and come
across images that you want to add, in whatever creative form you choose

· 

 reminders, as well as their digital journals and challenges. I like 
Gratitude 365 and  Grateful: A Gratitude Journal. Check them out on 
your mobile device!

· 

You can give yourself a goal of 3, 5 or 10 entries a day. Begin each one with
 “I am truly grateful for…” Remember, gratitude isn’t just for the material; 
think about the people in your life, your pets, your garden, the sunshine…you get
the idea!

Method Two
Visualization

This may seem a little out there if you’ve never tried it before but stick with me! 
Here is the science behind this method. Research shows that we stimulate the same
region of the brain when we visualize an action and when we actually perform the
same action. Many of you maybe familiar with this in reading about athletes who
use visualization to perfect their golf swing, gymnastics routine, swimming stroke,
etc. 

There are several ways visualization can effectively be used to free yourself from
fear.

Technique 1: 

Technique 2:

1.

2.

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/365-gratitude-journal/id1072397377
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/grateful-a-gratitude-journal/id1197512462
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Repeating a positive thought, with intention and belief, creates a new belief
pattern, a new neural pathway.
The opposing thought leaders say that repeating a thought, no matter how
positive, is repeating a lie to yourself over and over.

· 

Method Three
Move Your Body

This method may seem the most obvious of all five, but I had to add it because 
it WORKS! And, it doesn’t matter how you move your body –walk, run, yoga,
kickbox, tennis, swim – what matters is that you move in a meaningful way to 
you. What does that mean, exactly, you ask? Move in a way that you feel good 
or feel joy…or feel free. Do you see where I’m going here? When you move your
body in a way that aligns with your soul, it no longer becomes a fight or a “have to.”
It becomes a “get to,” a blessing, an addition to the gratitude journal! Your body
releases all of those good feeling endorphins which support you in your movement
away from fear and toward love and calm.

Method Four
Affirmations

There is considerable debate over whether positive affirmations work, and I
understand the reasoning on all sides. The two most common thoughts are:

1.

2.

Hmmm. Here’s what I think. We have extraordinary power to shift our mindset and
thus shift our life. Affirmations are part one of two parts. Stick with me. We can’t
rely on words alone to create a shift, we must allow those words to inspire action
or create awareness. Make sense? So when we are talking specifically about using
affirmations as a tool to free us from fear, it looks like this:

Step One: Say the affirmations below (either aloud or to yourself) with intention,
allowing the full meaning of each statement to sink in.
Step Two: Take action. This could be in the form of being present and catching
yourself when you begin to go in the fear swirl; or becoming more aware of your
thoughts, stopping the negative or fearful ones and replacing them with a new
thought; or physically taking action, for example trying something new that you’ve
always wanted to, but been too fearful.

Eleanor Roosevelt said, “Do one thing every day that scares you.” Now, I love Eleanor
Roosevelt, but being scared every day is not high on my list! What I believe she
meant is to engage in a practice such as this every day – some days, it is scary to
just repeat these affirmations and create a new belief system, other days we are
empowered by our affirmation practice and act on it.
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I let go of that which no longer serves me.
I am strong and brave.
Wisdom and peace are available from my higher power, I need only ask.
I am safe.
I am protected.
I am loved.
I believe in myself. 
I deserve to be happy.
Each day it is easier to move toward love and away from fear.
I am resilient.
I am calm and at peace.
I embrace change and delight in growth.
I invite daily opportunities to learn.
I move through uncertainty with grace and the knowledge that my higher power
supports me.
I live my life with courage and joy.
I am grateful.
I am generous and kind.
My body is healthy, strong, and beautiful.
I am transforming my life in positive and extraordinary ways.
I am light and love.

·     
In addition to the affirmations below, check out the app, I Am.
It offers daily affirmations on topics you choose at personalized intervals.

Affirmations
Empowerment to overcome fear and let it go.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Method Five
Meditation

Meditation is one of my favorite methods for releasing fear and getting myself 

 grounded and centered. It is a lovely form o f self-care, one that I view as a gift of 
stillness and quiet to myself that I can access at any time, no matter what chaos is 
going on in my house or the world.

I have created a 6-minute Freedom from Fear Meditation just
for you! Welcome to the Just Breathe community; you are not alone!

 
xo, Heather

https://itunes.apple.com/app/id874656917?pt=119655832&ct=App




